Educating

the Leaders
of Tomorrow

Welcome to Global Stage
Global Stage is a 6-level language and literacy course that supports
children in becoming competent and confident English speakers while
also developing them as self-directed, inquisitive learners and responsible
global citizens.
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Supports teachers in their efforts to equip young learners with
the knowledge and skills which will empower them to succeed
and become leaders of tomorrow.

Brings together a rigorously benchmarked language program with a diverse
and engaging literacy program through a unique, dual student book
approach.

Nurtures children to become competent and confident speakers and writers
of English so they can engage with subject areas across the curriculum.

Builds on children’s natural inquisitiveness by providing structured
opportunities to develop their Thinking Skills and understanding
of the world.

Comes alive in the easy-to-use digital environment, Navio, helping teachers
and students use the course to its full potential through Tap & Teach lessons
and essential extra practice.

Empowerment
Global Stage starts with the child
and looks out towards the world.
Global Citizenship lessons and self-reflection exercises make
learning go beyond the classroom while creative thinking
tasks help students develop a deeper understanding of
the world around them.
a
Global Citizenship

Global Citizenship

How do people work as a team in different communities?

A Listen to Mr. Muller talk to Zoe and her friends about a garden project.
What does Zoe have for the garden?

• Every unit has a Global Citizenship lesson complete
with thought-provoking questions and listening activities
aimed to prepare students to fulfill aspirations such as
travelling or studying abroad.

trade
swap

• Questions at the end of the Global Citizenship lessons
encourage students to think about their own experiences
while giving them the opportunity to learn about what life is
like in other countries.

take turns

share

trade

borrow

work together

give

help each other

Do you have the same team projects in your community?
How can you be a good team member?
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Social and Emotional Learning (SEL)
• Students are guided to make connections between the SEL concept
and the people and events in the texts, as well as their own lives.
• Think Together lessons in the Literacy Book encourage learners to
practice collaborating in a structured way.
• Think it Over lessons in the Language Book help students self-reflect
and support them in becoming considerate, thoughtful citizens of
the world.

club

1

community

Vocabulary Working with Others; Listening Skills
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Language and Literacy
The unique, dual student book approach brings together a rigorously
benchmarked language program with a diverse and engaging literacy
program. The Language Book and Literacy Book provide a complete English
learning experience. Designed to be used together, they cover the four skills
and provide a solid foundation in vocabulary and grammar, whilst supporting
the development of Self-Direction, Thinking Skills, Social and Emotional Skills
and Global Citizenship.

The Language Book teaches
the building blocks of language:
vocabulary, grammar and skills
through the Talk About It / Take the
Stage and Write About It lessons.
Drawing on the Assessment
for Learning approach, the unit
concludes with the Think It Over
lesson encouraging self-reflection.
Language Book 3, Unit 8

The Literacy Book focuses
on literary concepts and the
development of reading skills
through a variety of fiction
and nonfiction texts. These are
explored through a series of
lessons including Get Ready to
Read, Explore the Reading and
Think Together.
Literacy Book 3, Unit 8

Confident Speakers and Writers
With dedicated writing and speaking lessons Global Stage nurtures
children to become competent speakers and writers of English so they can
confidently engage with subject areas across the curriculum.

Speaking

Model speaking videos and scaffolded
speaking structures in the Talk About It
lessons help children learn to plan and
deliver presentations and engage in
conversation with confidence.

Language Book 2, Unit 3

Writing

Write About It lessons explore writing
mechanisms such as spelling and
punctuation. Differentiated writing
worksheets allow teachers to tailor writing
tasks to mixed ability classes.

Language Book 2, Unit 3

Reading

The Three Stage Reading
approach builds a solid
foundation that students need
to communicate and study
across different subject areas.

Literacy Book 2, Unit 4

Developing Thinking Skills
Children are naturally curious and want to learn about the world around
them. They are eager to make connections about what they know.
Visible Thinking is a flexible research-based framework developed out of
Harvard University for enriching classroom learning and fostering students’
intellectual development.

Literacy Book 1, Unit 2

The Visible Thinking Routine (VTR) See, Think, Wonder stimulates children’s curiosity
and encourages them to make predictions. It ties in with a pre-reading activity preparing
students cognitively for what they are about to read.

See

A

Students are
encouraged to
look at the picture
and think critically
about what is being
depicted.

Think

B

Questions help
guide students
with their thought
processes and
make meaning of
the content.

Wonder

C

Talking things over
with a partner
and sharing their
interpretations with
the class creates
a collaborative
classroom
environment.

Digitally Enhanced Learning
Global Stage comes alive in an easy-to-use digital
environment. Navio helps teachers and students
use the course to its full potential. It includes
instant Tap & Teach lessons, presentation tools,
gamified practice, a classroom rewards system,
and an abundance of additional resources.

Teacher’s App
on

• Includes Tap & Teach lessons containing tools for

delivering stimulating lessons with the class audio,
video and interactive activities.
• Provides seamless transition between print materials

and digital components.
• Includes enhanced Teacher’s Book, the Resource

Bank, Test Generator and Student’s Progress Tracker.
• Works online and offline.

Student’s App
on

• Transforms classroom-based learning into
an immersive, self-directed, gamified experience.
• Includes automatically graded interactive exercises for
each unit, so children receive immediate feedback.
• Expands on the topics and objectives in the Language
and Literacy Books.
• Provides support and guidance for more introspective
objectives such as reading comprehension, Social and
Emotional Learning and CLIL.

For more information visit

macmillannavio.com

Educating the Leaders of Tomorrow
FOR STUDENTS
Language Book and Literacy Book
with access code to Navio App
which includes:
•

Gamified practice activities

•

Immersive 3D worlds

•

Built-in rewards system

FOR TEACHERS
Teacher’s Book with access code
to Navio App which includes:
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•

Tap & Teach lessons

•

Integrated classroom
management tool

•

Student Progress Tracker

•

Resource Bank

A2+

To download unit samples,
videos and learn more, please visit:
mac-ed.courses/global-stage
Tell us how we can help you:
help.macmillaneducation.com
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